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In this paper, we critically revisit the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal and its generalization of
Lloyd. In the original proposal, as well as in Lloyd’s generalization, Hawking radiation involves a
pair of maximally entangled quantum states in which the ingoing partner state and the collapsed
matter form either a maximally entangled pair or a Schmidt decomposed state near the singularity.
However, this cannot be the most generic state if there is an interaction between the collapsing matter
and the incoming Hawking radiation. In opposition to Lloyd’s conclusion such that information can
almost certainly escape from a black hole, we analytically and numerically confirm that information
will almost certainly be lost because the fidelity will approach zero as the degrees of freedom increase.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The information loss paradox is a well-known but unresolved problem in modern physics [1]. The issue
revolves around how we can recover information from collapsed matter due to Hawking radiation [2]. Despite
this being a difficult task, it is accepted that if we assume several hypotheses, one may be able to obtain the
unitary evolution of a black hole. A well-known approach in this regard is the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal,
which addresses the final state of black holes [3].
According to Horowitz and Maldacena, the following are assumed. First, Hawking radiation is a maximally
entangled pair in which an antiparticle falls into and a particle exits a black hole. Second, the ingoing Hawking
particles and collapsed matter particles are projected at the singularity. Third, when the ingoing Hawking
particles and the collapsed matter particles are projected, the final state can be presented by a set of maxi-
mally entangled pairs. If we accept these three assumptions, information can escape perfectly using the same
mechanism as quantum teleportation.
The above three assumptions are too strong [4]. For example, Gottesman and Preskill [5] noted that due to the
interaction between infalling Hawking particles and collapsed matter, the maximal entanglement condition can
break down (see also [6]). As a result, a degree of information loss may occur. However, Lloyd [7] reported that
such a loss of information is not particularly serious, and, based on reasonable fidelity, the original information
can be recovered almost with certainty.
When Lloyd provided the above argument, a generalized assumption was accepted about the final state, i.e.,
for any state with infalling matter and incoming Hawking particles, it is reasonable to decompose the state
following the Schmidt decomposition. However, a hidden assumption exists within this approach; in general
the bases are not necessarily the same as the orthogonal bases of the particle-antiparticle pair in Hawking
radiation, while Lloyd assumes this to be true.
Based on the above observation, we investigated the fidelity between collapsed matter and outgoing Hawking
3radiation. In contrast to Lloyd’s estimation, in our research, the fidelity could be arbitrarily small as the
degrees of freedom increase. This infers that as we naturally generalized the final state proposal, information
had almost certainly been lost.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the original version of the Horowitz-Maldacena pro-
posal and Lloyd’s generalization. Sec. III criticizes Lloyd’s generalization and proposes the correct generalized
form of the quantum state. From this, we conclude that the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal indicates an almost
certain loss of information. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize our results and discuss their possible applications
and future research topics.
II. REVIEW OF THE HOROWITZ-MALDACENA PROPOSAL AND THE LLOYD
GENERALIZATION
Horowitz and Maldacena [3] proposed that the final fixed state of a black hole at the singularity is able to
resolve the black hole information problem. In their proposal, they considered the initial black hole system
which is a direct product of the matter state |µ〉
matter
=
∑N
i=1 µi |i〉matter and the maximally entangled radiation
states between incoming (|j〉in) and outgoing (|j〉out) particles, that is |φ〉radiation =
∑N
j=1
1√
N
|j〉
in
|j〉
out
; in
other words,
|Ψ〉
initial
= |µ〉
matter
× |φ〉
radiation
=
N∑
i,j=1
µi√
N
|i〉
matter
|j〉
in
|j〉
out
. (1)
The primary idea in this regard is that if the final state of the black hole is a maximally entangled state between
the matter and the ingoing states, after projecting the final state, the outgoing states preserve information about
the initial matter state, which can be present as follows:
|Φ〉
BH
= (S × I)
N∑
k=1
1√
N
|k〉
matter
|k〉
in
(S : unitary matrix), (2)
|ν〉
out
=
BH
〈Φ|Ψ〉initial =
S√
N
|µ〉 normalization−−−−−−−−→ S |µ〉 . (3)
Here, the reason why the outgoing state should be normalized in Eq. (3) is that the black hole final state is
‘post-selected’ in the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal. When the final state of the black hole is fixed, there is a
unique outgoing state that can be observed from outside the black hole. Thus, the outgoing state should be
renormalized, which, in turn, will preserve unitarity [3, 5].
Soon after this idea was reported, Gottesman and Preskill [5] pointed out that if interactions existed between
matter and ingoing states, the unitarity of the entire process could be violated. Furthermore, they showed that
the process of the final state projection is unitary if and only if the black hole final state is maximally entangled.
Lloyd, however, showed that most of the random interactions at the black hole’s final state preserved almost
all initial information [7]. The black hole’s final state following random interactions can be expressed in the
following Schmidt form
|Φ〉
BH
=
N∑
k=1
λk |k〉matter |k〉in . (4)
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FIG. 1: Several fidelity results for N = 4 (top), N = 16 (middle), and N = 64 (bottom) cases based on Lloyd’s
decomposition, where the red solid line indicates the average fidelity and the black dashed lines indicate the standard
deviations. As the size increases, the standard deviation decreases and the average value approaches (8/3pi)2 ≈ 0.72.
5The distribution of the Schmidt coefficients λk for random states is already well known [8]. By projecting
Eq. (4) into Eq. (1), the final outgoing state is given as follows:
|ν′〉
out
=
1√
N
N∑
k=1
λkµk |k〉 . (5)
Accordingly, the fidelity f between the initial matter state and the final outgoing state can be estimated as
f = |〈µ|ν′〉|2 ≈ N

∑
j
µ2kλk


2
≈ 1
N
(∑
k
λk
)2
≈
(
8
3pi
)2
, (6)
where µk ≃ 1/
√
N for random states. This estimation can easily be confirmed using numerical computations
(Fig. 1, see Appendix). In this way, the fidelity can be accepted as remaining high despite the degrees of freedom
N increasing. Therefore, Lloyd claimed that the final state projection still conserved most of the information
after applying for the quantum error correction.
However, one strong assumption deduced that the orthonormal basis of Eq. (4), i.e., the basis {|k〉}, is the
same as that of Hawking radiation {|j〉} in Eq. (1). In general, however, there is no fundamental reason for this
assumption. In the next section, we show that the black hole final state Eq. (4) is not a true random state and,
if we calculate the fidelity using the true random state, it converges to zero as the degrees of freedom increase.
III. THE EFFECTS OF RANDOM INTERACTIONS
Lloyd assumed that the black hole’s final state after random interactions was given by Eq. (4). However, we
claim that this is too strong an assumption for random interactions. Though any random N × N state can
be written in the Schmidt form as shown in Eq. (4), it is not always true that the orthonormal basis of the
Schmidt form equals the orthonormal basis of the maximally entangled radiation.
For example, consider the situation in which N = 4. Since we consider random interactions, we can concep-
tualize maximally entangled radiation states and the black hole’s final state as follows:
|φ〉
radiation
=
|00〉+ |11〉√
2
, (7)
|Φ〉
BH
=
|00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉+ |11〉
2
. (8)
The above black hole final state, |Φ〉
BH
, has the unique Schmidt form |+〉 |+〉, where |+〉 = |0〉+|1〉√
2
and |−〉 =
|0〉−|1〉√
2
. It is thus not surprising that the orthonormal basis {|+〉 , |−〉} differs from that of radiation states
{|0〉 , |1〉}.
Likewise, the proper random final state should generally have the following form:
|Φ〉
BH
=
N∑
m,n=1
λmn |n〉matter |m〉in . (9)
In the above formula, λmn are not Schmidt coefficients but random complex numbers that satisfy
N∑
m,n=1
λmnλ
∗
mn = 1. (10)
6Using this black hole final state, the final outgoing state becomes
|ν〉
out
= 〈Φ|Ψ〉 =
∑
i,k,n,m
µk√
N
λ∗mnδnkδmi |i〉out (11)
=
∑
i,k
λ∗ikµk√
N
|i〉
out
. (12)
The normalization factor is approximately given by
〈ν|ν〉 =
∑
i,j,k
λ∗ikµkλijµ
∗
j
N
≈ 1
N
. (13)
Therefore, following normalization, the final state becomes
|ν〉
out
=
√
N
∑
i,k
λ∗ikµk |i〉out . (14)
The fidelity and its upper bound can now be computed as follows:
f = |〈ν|µ〉|2 = N
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i,k
λikµ
∗
kµi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ N

∑
i,k
|λikµ∗kµi|


2
≈ 1
N
, (15)
where we assumed |λik| ≈ 1/N and |µi| ≈ 1/
√
N . This can be confirmed by numerical computations (Fig. 2
and Fig. 3).
Since the degrees of freedom of a black hole can be arbitrarily large, fidelity can be arbitrarily small. There-
fore, we can conclude that there is no guarantee to recover information after applying for the quantum error
correction; rather, it is more reasonable to think that the outgoing radiation state, obtained after the final state
projection, does not conserve the information for most of interactions at the singularity. In other words, most
states cannot be a black hole final state, which conserves black hole information by outgoing radiation.
It is worthwhile to remark that this conclusion is consistent to several results about quantum teleportation.
We can consider the same problem using quantum teleporation, because quantum teleportation with a fixed
measurement is mathematically equivalent to the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal. The mean fidelity f¯ attainable
by quantum teleportation with the Schmidt coefficients λn is bounded by [13]
f¯ ≤ 1
N + 1

1 +
(∑
n
λn
)2 . (16)
We can recover the result of Lloyd when the mean fidelity of quantum teleportation is maximized. However,
it is maximized only if the state sender projects it to states which are maximally entangled via the optimal
basis [13]. In case of a black hole, this corresponds to the condition that the Schmidt basis of the black hole
final state is optimally matched to the basis of the maximally entangled radiation state, which Lloyd assumed
implicitly. Therefore, for generic black hole final states, the mean fidelity is not maximized and it converges to
zero as the degrees of freedom of the black hole increases.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed that for most random interactions in the black hole’s final state, the outgoing
radiation state loses most of the initial information present. This contrasts with the result of Lloyd because the
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FIG. 2: Several trials of the fidelity for N = 4 (top), N = 16 (middle), and N = 64 (bottom) cases assuming generic final
states, where the red solid line indicates the average fidelity and the black dashed lines indicate the standard deviations.
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FIG. 3: The averaged fidelity as a function of 1/N . This clearly shows its linear dependence.
orthonormal basis of the Schmidt form of the black hole’s final state does not necessarily equal the orthonormal
basis of maximally entangled radiation states. With proper treatment of a random black hole’s final state, the
fidelity between the initial matter state and the outgoing radiation becomes zero as the degrees of freedom
of the black hole increases. This implies that interaction in the black hole’s final state crucially violates the
unitarity of the black hole.
There was a discussion [9] such that the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal is useful for realizing black hole
complementarity [10] when considering arguments about its inconsistency [11, 12]. This sensitively relies on
the assumption that unitarity is approximately well preserved despite relaxing the maximal entanglement
condition for the final state. However, our discussion indicates that this is no longer guaranteed unless there
is an unknown quantum gravitational principle that protects the quantum state, as is the case in the Schmidt
form.
In the original Horowitz-Maldacena proposal, the incoming Hawking particle is maximally entangled with its
outgoing partner. Concurrently, the same incoming Hawking particle is maximally entangled with a quantum
state of collapsed matter. Indeed, this is contradictory to the monogamy principle of entanglements (although
one may further argue that the projection occurs at the singularity, where the principles of quantum mechanics
may be violated). This is the essential point of the paradox among several assumptions related to natural laws
[6, 12]. Accordingly, the only possible approach is to say as follows: if Hawking radiation is maximally entangled
with its partners and, at the same time, incoming partners are maximally entangled with star interiors, then
their basis of quantum states must be differently presented.
Intuitively, Lloyd’s ansatz state cannot be generic for the same reason. If there is no interaction between the
star interior and incoming Hawking particles, then, after the Schmidt decomposition, the maximally entangled
pairs will be obtained. Then, their basis of quantum states must differ between the maximally entangled pairs
of Hawking radiation and final states to preserve the monogamy of entanglements. Based on this observation,
9unsurprisingly, the Schmidt decomposition cannot present the most general quantum states for the projection
in terms of the basis of quantum states of Hawking radiation.
Our observations provide a deeper understanding of the tensions between several ideas about the information
loss paradox deeper. This may help to shed additional light on finding a new approach for ultimately resolving
the paradox.
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Appendix: outline for numerical simulations
To support the validity of our calculations, we performed numerical simulations for the fidelity between an
initial matter state and the final outgoing radiation state. Two different simulations were performed in this
paper. Fig. 1 is the result of the simulation based on Eq. (4), while Fig. 2 is the result of the simulation
based on Eq. (9). A key point of both simulations was to generate random coefficients. In the former case, the
random Schmidt coefficient λn was needed; the latter required random coefficients λnm and µk, which satisfied∑N
n,m=1 λnmλ
∗
nm = 1 and
∑N
n=1 µnµ
∗
n = 1, respectively. Accordingly, the fidelity for both cases was derived as
follows. In Fig. 1, the fidelity is
f ≈ 1
N
(
N∑
n=1
λn
)2
, (17)
while in Fig. 2, the fidelity is
f ≈ N
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n,m=1
λnmµ
∗
mµn
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (18)
To create random Schmidt coefficients, we first generated a 2N ×2N random pure density matrix and partially
traced out the matrix to obtain an N ×N mixed density matrix. Then, the random Schmidt coefficients with
the Hilbert-Schmidt measure were given by eigenvalues of the mixed density matrix [14]. For λnm and µn,
we generated two random state vectors, one with N2 dimensions and another with N dimensions. Next, we
assigned each component of the vectors into λnm and µn.
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